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Choi JY, Takahashi DY, Ghazanfar AA. Cooperative vocal control in marmoset monkeys via vocal feedback. J Neurophysiol 114: 274-283, 2015 . First published April 29, 2015 doi:10.1152 /jn.00228.2015 -Humans adjust speech amplitude as a function of distance from a listener; we do so in a manner that would compensate for such distance. This ability is presumed to be the product of high-level sociocognitive skills. Nonhuman primates are thought to lack such socially related flexibility in vocal production. Using predictions from a simple arousal-based model whereby vocal feedback from a conspecific modulates the drive to produce a vocalization, we tested whether another primate exhibits this type of cooperative vocal control. We conducted a playback experiment with marmoset monkeys and simulated "far-away" and "nearby" conspecifics using contact calls that differed in sound intensity. We found that marmoset monkeys increased the amplitude of their contact calls and produced such calls with shorter response latencies toward more distant conspecifics. The same was not true in response to changing levels of background noise. To account for how simulated conspecific distance can change both the amplitude and timing of vocal responses, we developed a model that incorporates dynamic interactions between the auditory system and limbic "drive" systems. Overall, our data show that, like humans, marmoset monkeys cooperatively control the acoustics of their vocalizations according to changes in listener distance, increasing the likelihood that a conspecific will hear their call. However, we propose that such cooperative vocal control is a system property that does not necessitate any particularly advanced sociocognitive skill. At least in marmosets, this vocal control can be parsimoniously explained by the regulation of arousal states across two interacting individuals via vocal feedback. arousal; auditory cortex; cingulate; primate vocalizations DOUBLING PHYSICAL DISTANCE drops the intensity of acoustic signals by six decibels, and thus distant signals have lower amplitudes compared with proximal signals. Speakers seem to be tacitly aware that, as the distance between themselves and listeners is increased, vocal intensity must also be increased to maintain effective communication (Johnson et al. 1981; Pelegrín-García et al. 2011) . Thus low-amplitude speech signals elicit high-amplitude responses from the listener. Under these conditions, adaptively adjusting speech amplitude is a cooperative act; it facilitates the reception of the signal by listener. It is presumed that the ability to change speech amplitude as a function of listener distance is a high-level social skill (Johnson et al. 1981; Pelegrín-García et al. 2011) . The questions that motivated the present study are 1) is this cooperative, flexible vocal output peculiar to humans; and 2) is it necessarily linked to "higher" sociocognitive abilities, or can it be explained by a simpler mechanism?
We used marmoset monkeys to answer these questions. Marmosets readily engage in contact ("phee") call turn-taking behavior with conspecifics, whether or not they are pair bonded (Takahashi et al. 2013) . They can adjust (without any training) the timing of their vocalizations relative to the calls of conspecifics (Miller et al. 2009; Takahashi et al. 2013 ) and to avoid intermittent background noise (Egnor et al. 2007; Roy et al. 2011) . The flexibility in their vocal output may derive in part from the robust interactions between the auditory cortex and neural circuits related to vocal production. These interactions occur under many different scenarios, including spontaneous vocalizations produced in isolation Wang 2003, 2005) , across different vocalization types (Eliades and Wang 2013) , and in response to altered vocal feedback (Eliades and Wang 2008) . Nevertheless, there is no evidence to date that any monkey species can flexibly control their vocal output with reference to another conspecific, that is, in the same manner that humans adjust their speech amplitude as a function of listener distance. We hypothesized that vocal feedback may be used in such a scenario.
By broadcasting phee calls at two different amplitudes to marmoset monkeys, we simulated an out-of-sight conspecific at two different distances. Although there are multiple acoustic cues related to distance, intensity is the strongest cue and has been effectively used as the sole cue in distance-estimation experiments with humans (Ashmead et al. 1990; Rosenblum et al. 1987 ) and monkeys (Ghazanfar et al. 2002a; Maier et al. 2004) . Figure 1 illustrates a simple model for cooperative vocal amplitude control. Increasing arousal levels "drive" the production of phee calls, whereas vocal feedback inhibits the drive. The strength of this inhibition varies according to the amplitude of the vocal signal. Higher amplitude/nearby vocal signals result in the emission of a lower-amplitude vocalization; lower-amplitude/far-away calls would not inhibit the drive as much, and, subsequently, the vocalization emitted by the listener would be higher in amplitude. Our behavioral data are consistent with the model predictions; marmoset monkeys produce louder phee calls in response to simulated conspecifics that sound farther away. Additionally, we observed that more distant-sounding phee calls elicit faster responses from marmosets. Thus "vocal cooperation" in marmosets is a system property that is the result of balancing the arousal states of vocally interacting individuals. We elaborate on our model to include both the amplitude and timing effects we observed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects.
The subjects used in the study were six (3 males) adult (3-9 yr), captive common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus) housed at Princeton University. Marmosets live with their pair-bonded mates in family groups; all were born in captivity. They had ad libitum access to water and were fed once daily with standard commercial chow supplemented with fruits and vegetables. All experiments were performed in compliance with the guidelines of, and were approved by, the Princeton University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Experimental setup. Subjects were taken from their home cage to the experiment room in a transfer cage. In the experiment room (floor area, 2.5 ϫ 2.5 m), the subject was then transferred to a testing box that rested on a table (0.66 m in height) in one corner ( Fig. 2A ). The testing box was made of Plexiglas and wire in the form of a triangular prism (0.30 ϫ 0.30 ϫ 0.35 m). In a diagonally opposite corner, a speaker was positioned on top of an identical table. An opaque curtain made of black cloth divided the room to visually occlude the subject from the speaker, thereby simulating an out-of-sight conspecific. Two digital recorders (ZOOM H4n Handy Recorder) were placed directly in front of the testing box at a distance of 0.76 m. One recorder was used to record the subject vocalizations, and the microphone output of the other recorder was connected to the computer to provide feedback parameters to the interactive playback software. Audio signals were acquired at a sampling frequency of 96 kHz. Because of the design of the testing box, the direction of the marmoset's vocalizations was typically forward, in the direction of the microphone. That is, only one side of the testing box was visually clear and had a wire grid that the marmoset could grasp and look out toward the room. The microphone was directed toward this side of the testing box.
Interactive playback design. To capture the timing and contingency of vocal interactions most effectively, we employed a real-time interactive playback design. This design aims to simulate vocal exchanges between marmosets that are out of visual contact with conspecifics (Takahashi et al. 2013) . Interactive playbacks can robustly elicit vocal output from marmosets (Miller et al. 2009 ), and we based the design of our MATLAB-based software on prototype software shared with us courtesy of Cory Miller, University of California, San Diego, CA.
We used six phee calls as our stimulus set, three from each of two adult individuals (one female and the other male). These individuals were familiar to the subjects, as they were housed in the same room (but not the same home cage). Each phee call had two versions: high amplitude (50 -60 dB at 2.04 m from the source) and low amplitude (20 -35 dB at 2.04 m from the source). Call amplitude is known to be a reliable cue for sound-source distance in a number of species (Ashmead et al. 1990; Gamble 1909; Ghazanfar et al. 2002a; Maier et al. 2004; Naguib 1997; Nelson 2000; Rosenblum et al. 1987) . Thus high-amplitude phee calls simulated a nearby conspecific, and lowamplitude phee calls simulated the same conspecific as being far away ( Fig. 2B) . Sounds produced at different distances are subject to frequency-amplitude-dependent changes in their spectral profiles and can be used as distance cues (Naguib and Wiley 2001) . Consistent with this phenomenon, Fig. 2C shows that the stimuli are more attenuated in the high-frequency range, as can be seen by the absence of a visible second harmonic in the far-away stimulus. The exact distance between the source and the listener represented by different sound amplitudes depends on several factors such as geometry of the source, humidity, temperature, scattering factors, etc. If we assume that a source produces a sound pressure of 90 dB at 0.1 m, which is a typical sound pressure for adult marmoset phee call, and apply the inverse distance law for sound pressure and the damping of air at 7 kHz (ISO 9613-1:1993, 27°C, 50% relative humidity, standard pressure at sea level), the high-and low-amplitude stimuli simulate the phee calls of a conspecific located ϳ5 m and ϳ60 m from the subject ( Fig. 2B ). To mask acoustic disruptions external to the testing room, pink noise was broadcast at ϳ40 dB (Ϫ15 dB at 7 kHz) throughout each session through a separate speaker. Figure 2C 
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2.5m the power spectra of typical low-and high-amplitude stimuli embedded in the background noise (room and pink noise), recorded by the microphone. This shows that both stimuli were audible to the subjects. Testing began with a 6-min habituation period followed by the initiation of vocal interactions through the playback of a vocalization. Subsequently, the software played back eight vocalizations (4 high and 4 low amplitudes) randomly selected from a pool of three calls from one subject. Each vocalization was played contingent on detecting the vocalization of the subject and with response latency of 2-5 s. A vocalization by the subject following this playback was considered contingent if it occurred within 9 s from the end of the preceding playback stimulus. This is consistent with previous studies that demonstrate that the majority of marmoset call responses occur within 9 s and that the peak of response probability is around 3-5 s (Miller et al. 2009; Takahashi et al. 2013 ). If the subject failed to respond, then the software played another call 15-20 s after the preceding playback stimulus. The temporal parameters used by the playback software were consistent with naturalistic vocal interactions between marmosets (Takahashi et al. 2013) .
We kept the total number of stimuli to eight per session and two sessions for each subject to avoid any habituation that could mask the effect of our experimental manipulation. After all eight stimuli were played, we recorded a 3-min baseline to be able to compare the rate of responses for different animals and sessions. Each subject participated in two sessions, one with familiar male calls and the other with the calls of a familiar female.
Data analysis. We manually validated and screened phee-call responses based on timing using Adobe Audition (version 1.5). The overwhelming majority of calls produced by marmosets, when visually occluded from their conspecifics, are phee calls (Takahashi et al. 2013 ). In the case that one playback stimulus elicited multiple consecutive phee calls before the next stimulus was presented, only the first phee was considered as the response. When there was an overlap between the stimulus and the vocal response, the response was counted as long as the stimulus onset preceded the response onset. The minimum interval from stimulus onset to vocal-response onset in our data was 1.76 s.
For each vocal response, we measured amplitude, response latency, rate, syllable number, overall call duration, and spectral structure (harmonic ratio, maximum, minimum, mean, and peak frequencies; DiMattina and Wang 2006). The amplitude of each call was the peak amplitude of recorded signal in decibels. The amplitude was calibrated using the room noise level (ϳ40 dB), which was measured using a sound-level meter (BK Precision 732 A). Vocal-response latency was defined as the time delay between the offset of the preceding playback stimulus and the onset of the subsequent vocal response. Response rate was calculated as the total number of phee responses from the subject within a condition; the maximum number of responses in a condition was four, and the minimum was zero. The number of syllables was measured by inspection of spectrograms, and duration measures were made using cursor-based selection of vocalizations. The harmonic attenuation of each call was calculated as the average of 10 times the logarithm of the ratio between the amplitude of f0 and the amplitude of first harmonic of the call. The maximum, minimum, and mean frequencies were calculated as the maximum, minimum, and mean values of the f0 frequency (between 6 -10 kHz) of the call. The peak frequency was calculated as the value of the frequency at which the amplitude achieved its peak. All the values were obtained calculating the spectrogram of the call (sampling rate ϭ 96 kHz, fast Fourier transform size ϭ 1,024 points, overlap ϭ 50%, Hanning window).
For statistical analysis of amplitude, latency, syllable number, and duration, we only analyzed the sessions where a direct comparison between far-away and nearby conspecifics was available within a session (n ϭ 8 sessions). This selectivity was used because sensitive measures of individual vocal acoustics across sessions could not be correctly represented in the dataset when the calls from one session contribute to only one condition but not to the other condition. The overall response rate to playback stimuli was 21.6%, which is consistent with a previous playback experiment (Miller et al. 2009 ). The low response rate meant that there was a large number of missing data from our design. This precluded statistical analyses using ANOVA or mixed-effects models. ANOVA was not an option for the current analysis given the unbalanced and repeated-measure (repeated subjects) structure of our data set. A mixed-effects model was also not appropriate, as the small number of repetitions (only 2, to minimize habituation effects) and the large number of missing data (again, marmosets responded to 21.6% of stimuli) did not allow reliable modeling using this method.
Taking the average values of the measurements (amplitude, response time, etc.) per session was the best option for our data structure; this statistical approach is consistent with playback studies where one is measuring natural vocal responses that are highly variable in terms of rate of production. We calculated the mean of the call acoustic measures in each session and condition and performed paired t-tests to examine the statistical significance between comparable conditions. To calculate the effect size for the paired t-tests, we calculated the difference between the means and divided by the standard deviation of the differences between matching pairs of data (Cohen 1988) . To verify the appropriateness of the use of paired t-tests on our data, for each comparison in our study, we applied a Jarque-Bera test of normality of our data distribution. In all cases, there was no evidence of significant deviation from normality (P Ͼ 0.05). To test whether the responses to nearby and far-away stimulus have significantly different characteristics, we applied a linear discriminant analysis using MATLAB. For the correlation analysis, we calculated the Cook's D for linear regression for each point. A data point with Cook's D value higher than 1 is considered an outlier (Cook and Weisberg 1982) .
Call production in background noise experiment. We recorded spontaneous phee-call production in three different background noise levels: 40, 50, and 60 dB. In each session, each level of noise was played five times, each time for a period of 1 min. The order in which the different noise levels were presented was randomized. We used five subjects; all subjects participated in the interactive playback described above. Each subject was tested in four sessions. Before the experiment started, we recorded each subject for 5 min in silence (only room noise) to allow the subjects to habituate to the room. We measured the call amplitude for each condition and compared the averages. For robustness, we tested three different methods to correct for background noise, and all of them resulted in similar results. The first correction method was similar to the method described in . We first band passed the recorded signal at 5 to 9 kHz, and then the sound levels were converted to pressure units. A simple difference of the call pressure level and background pressure level gives the corrected pressure. The corrected pressure then was converted to sound level. In the second method, we played several calls at known sound levels and then played the three background noises. We then converted the sound levels to pressure and used a linear regression to estimate the change in pressure level caused by the introduction of noise at different levels. For the third method of correction, we used a Wiener filtering to denoise the signal using the spectral profile of the recorded background noise. We present the data based on the first method, corrected amplitude of recorded calls by the level of background noise .
Model of vocal interactions. To elaborate on our findings, we developed a model to account for our findings that marmosets adjust both their vocal amplitude and timing according to the simulated distance from a conspecific. In the model, neural activity (excitatoryinhibitory activity) in the nodes "drive", "auditory", and "motor" are denoted by D(t), A(t), M(t), respectively. Null neural activity implies balanced inhibitory and excitatory activities. Noise (or uncertainty) generated in this circuit is denoted by e(t). The noise e(t) was simulated as zero-mean independent Gaussian with a standard devi-ation of 0.5. The initial conditions are D(0) ϭ A(0) ϭ M(0) ϭ 0. Let ␣ be a positive constant that represents how fast D(t) can increase. The dynamics of the activities before drive reaches the threshold T, i.e., D(t) Ͻ T, is described by D=(t) ϭ ␣|D(t)| Ϫ A(t) ϩ e(t), A(t) ϭ 0, M(t) ϭ 0, where the primes on the functions [e.g., D=(t)] indicate time derivative and |.| indicates the absolute value. The above set of equations describes the dynamics before receiving or producing a call. The time when D(t) reaches the threshold represents the onset of the call production. In our simulation, we set ␣ ϭ 0.0003 and T ϭ 1,000. Observe that because ␣|D(t)| is positive, when the activity in auditory, A(t), is small, the activity in drive increases. This results in the generation of spontaneous calls. The larger the value of parameter ␣ is, the faster the spontaneous call-production rate.
For the 1.5 s after reaching the threshold, the dynamics of the model is described by
The above set of equations describes the dynamics during call production. The magnitude of M(t) describes the amplitude of the call.
After 1.5 s, the time when D(t) reached the threshold, D(t) is reset to 0, and the dynamics is started again. This reset represents the effect of self-vocalization on D(t).
When a call input I(t) is received, the auditory activity A(t) increases proportionally to the magnitude (amplitude) of the input and then decays exponentially. Specifically, we have D=(t) ϭ ␣|D(t)| Ϫ A(t) ϩ e(t), A=(t) ϭ ϪbA(t) ϩ I(t), M(t) ϭ 0, where b is positive constant. We used I(t) ϭ 0.0002 and I(t) ϭ 0.0001 to simulate the nearby (loud) and far-away (soft) calls. The duration of the input was 3 s, and b ϭ 0.001 in both cases. If b is small, the activity in A(t) lasts for a longer duration. If both ␣ and b are small, the model will simulate a marmoset with a low call-response rate. The Euler-Maruyama method was applied, with a step size equal to 0.01, to generate the activities in D(t) and A(t).
RESULTS
To determine whether or not cooperative control of vocal amplitude was unique to humans (Healey et al. 1997; Johnson et al. 1981; Markel et al. 1972; Michael et al. 1995; Pelegrín-García et al. 2011) , we investigated whether marmoset monkeys could flexibly adjust their vocal amplitude in response to simulated conspecific distance, that is, as a function of highvs. low-amplitude phee-call playbacks where amplitude is used as a reliable cue for distance (Ashmead et al. 1990; Gamble 1909; Ghazanfar et al. 2002a; Maier et al. 2004; Naguib 1997; Nelson 2000; Rosenblum et al. 1987) (Fig. 2) . There were at least three possible outcomes to our experiment. First, marmosets may not change their phee response at all as a function of simulated conspecific distance. This may be because they either cannot accurately relate call amplitude with conspecific distance and/or because they cannot control their vocal amplitude. The latter is unlikely, however, as both marmosets and tamarins can raise their call amplitudes in noisy environments, the Lombard effect Egnor and Hauser 2006; Eliades and Wang 2012) . Second, marmosets could raise the amplitude of their phee calls in response to nearer, louder conspecifics. This would be akin to the competitive vocal response observed in mammals, birds, and anurans during competitive encounters with conspecifics Gerhardt and Huber 2002; Wyman et al. 2008 ). Finally, marmosets may cooperatively adjust their phee-call amplitude by calling more loudly to conspecifics that are perceived to be located at a greater distance. This would be consistent with cooperative vocal turn-taking behavior observed between any marmosets (whether they are related or unrelated, pair bonded or not pair bonded) (Takahashi et al. 2013 ) and with our model of vocal-feedback inhibition (Fig. 1) .
Consistent with playback studies where one is measuring natural vocal responses whose rates are highly variable, we averaged our measurements across sessions. In our study, the overall response rate to playback stimuli was 21.6%, which is consistent with a previous playback experiment (Miller et al. 2009 ) and with naturalistic vocal interactions in captivity (Takahashi et al. 2013) . We only analyzed the sessions where the direct comparison between far-away and nearby conspecifics was available within a session (n ϭ 8 sessions). The number of calls for each session was 2, 3, 1, 4, 1, 3, 3, and 1 for nearby and 3, 2, 3, 3, 2, 3, 1, and 3 for far away, respectively. We used paired t-tests to examine the statistical significance between comparable conditions because the low response rate precluded the use of ANOVA or mixed-effects models (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). To provide an accurate assessment of the robustness of our statistics, we report effect sizes (Cohen 1988) .
We found that marmoset monkeys cooperatively adjust their vocal amplitude in accordance with simulated conspecific distance and our model. Figure 3A shows two phee-call responses from a single session, the first to a nearby stimulus (blue line represents the response amplitude) and the second to a faraway stimulus (green line represents the response amplitude). The response to the far-away stimulus was louder than the response to the nearby one. This can be seen by the difference in heights between the blue and green lines and also by the salient third harmonic observed for the response to far-away stimulus but not for the nearby stimulus. This pattern was statistically significant across the population and with a very large effect size (n ϭ 8 sessions, paired t-test, P ϭ 0.018, effect size ϭ 1.08); responses to far away were on average 4.43 dB louder (far away 73.19 Ϯ 2.68 dB vs. nearby 68.76 Ϯ 3.30 dB) (Fig. 3B) . The difference in response-call amplitudes can be further appreciated when the amplitude is measured relative to the baseline amplitude, i.e., when we subtract the baseline amplitude. The mean relative response amplitude to nearby stimuli is 2.96 Ϯ 3.93 dB and to far-away stimuli is Ϫ1.47 Ϯ 4.28 dB (n ϭ 8 sessions, paired t-test, P ϭ 0.018, effect size ϭ 1.08).
The phee-call responses in Fig. 3A also have different latencies; the marmoset subject responded more quickly following the far-away call relative to the nearby call. This pattern also held across the group (Fig. 3C ). Responses to far-away calls (3.11 Ϯ 0.29 s) were, on average, 1.31 s faster than responses to nearby calls (4.42 Ϯ 0.67 s). This difference was statistically significant and, again, with a large effect size (n ϭ 8 sessions, paired t-test, P ϭ 0.042, effect size ϭ 0.88). These faster and slower response latencies are within the speciestypical range reported for naturalistic interactions (Takahashi et al. 2013) .
To determine whether one could predict conspecific distance based on the amplitude and latency of subject responses, we performed a linear discriminant analysis. Figure 4A shows that higher amplitude and faster vocal output, i.e., data points above the magenta line, tend to be in response to far-away conspecifics (and vice versa for nearby conspecifics); this distinction can be correctly classified at an 81.25% level. In other words, the subjects' responses have enough information to recover the distance of the conspecific. Figure 4B shows that the changes in response amplitudes and latencies are highly correlated [following the removal of one outlier (orange plus sign)] (n ϭ 7 sessions, Spearman correlation ϭ Ϫ0.89, P ϭ 0.012). The outlier has Cook's D ϭ 1.53 for linear regression, and all other data points have Cook's D Ͻ 0.5.
We also measured response rates, number of syllables, and call durations. One prediction is that, given that they respond more loudly and quickly to far-away conspecifics, marmosets may also increase their rate of calling, as that would also facilitate auditory contact. To compare different animals and sessions, we calculated the response rate as the number of responses divided by the amount of call produced during the baseline period. Figure 5A shows that there were no systematic differences in the rate of vocal responses between nearby and far-away conditions (0.66 Ϯ 0.19 vs. 0.76 Ϯ 0.24; n ϭ 8, P ϭ 0.604, effect size ϭ 0.19). Moreover, this result eliminates the potential confound that marmosets may have had trouble hearing the low-amplitude, far-away calls because of the background noise. If that were the case, then response rates should have been lower for that condition; they were not. To facilitate signal transmission over greater distances, marmosets could have also increased the number of syllables in their calls or the overall duration of their calls. For example, in two studies of the Lombard effect (whereby subjects increased the amplitude of their calls as function of background noise), both marmosets ) and tamarins (Egnor and Hauser 2006) also increased the syllable duration, thereby effectively increasing the overall duration of their calls. Figure 5B shows that the number of syllables in phee-call responses is the same in nearby and far-away conditions (2.36 Ϯ 0.39 vs. 2.12 Ϯ 0.30 syllables; n ϭ 8 sessions, P ϭ 0.248, effect size ϭ 0.45).
Similarly, Fig. 5C shows that the duration of the response calls are the same in nearby (2.56 Ϯ 0.25 s) vs. far away (2.63 Ϯ 0.23 s) conditions (n ϭ 8 sessions, P ϭ 0.677, effect size ϭ 0.15).
We also investigated whether or not the marmosets changed the spectral structure of their vocal responses as a function of simulated distance from listeners. We measured five acoustic features previously used to characterize marmoset calls (Di-Mattina and Wang 2006) : harmonic attenuation, the maximum, minimum, mean, and peak frequencies. Figure 5D shows that the harmonic attenuation was weaker for nearby (27.66 Ϯ 1.74 dB) than for far-away (31.14 Ϯ 1.94 dB) conditions (n ϭ 8 sessions, P ϭ 0.0229, effect size ϭ 1.03). No differences between the nearby vs. far-away conditions were found for measures of max frequency (8.44 Ϯ 0.23 kHz vs. 8.31 Ϯ 0.26 kHz; n ϭ 8 sessions, P ϭ 0.628, effect size ϭ 0.18), mean frequency (7.42 Ϯ 0.17 vs. 7.37 Ϯ 0.15 kHz; n ϭ 8 sessions, P ϭ 0.368, effect size ϭ 0.34), minimum frequency (6.10 Ϯ 0.20 vs. 6.10 Ϯ 0.12 kHz; n ϭ 8 sessions, P ϭ 1, effect size ϭ 0), and peak frequency (7.61 Ϯ 0.17 vs. 7.50 Ϯ 0.14 kHz; n ϭ 8 sessions, P ϭ 0.225, effect size ϭ 0.47).
Our hypothesized vocal-feedback mechanism for cooperative vocal control is only valid if it operates with some specificity within the sensory statistics appropriate for vocal communication (Sober and Brainard 2012) . To test this, we investigated whether or not, in the context of social isolation, marmoset phee-call amplitude was modulated by different environmental noise levels in the same manner as it is by conspecific vocalization levels. There are three possible outcomes for this experiment. First, if it is simply the level of auditory input (regardless of signal type: phee call vs. noise) that modulates the vocal amplitude, then higher noise levels should elicit lower amplitude calls (and vice versa). This would indicate a vocal-feedback mechanism but one that is more general and not specific to cooperative vocal exchanges. A second possibility is that marmosets raise the amplitude of their calls as background noise levels increase (the Lombard effect). This would be the opposite pattern of vocal output modulation than what we observed during vocal exchanges and would thus suggest that two different vocal-feedback mechanisms are at play. A final possibility is that, in the context of social isolation, marmosets are in a maximally aroused state (high drive; Fig. 1 ) regardless of background noise levels and they cannot modulate their vocal amplitude at all (i.e., they are at the "ceiling" of their vocal-output intensity). This would be broadly consistent with our proposed vocal-feedback mechanism as one that is specific for phee calls vs. background noise (Fig. 1) . Thus the second and third putative outcomes would support our hypothesis that the proposed vocal-feedback mechanism is for cooperative vocal exchanges, whereas the first possibility would preclude it in favor of a more general mechanism.
We recorded marmoset phee-call production in three different background noise levels: 40, 50, and 60 dB. Our data support the third outcome; in the context of social isolation, marmosets are unable to modulate their phee-call amplitude as a function of background noise. The average call amplitudes were 70.76 Ϯ 1.91 dB for the 60-dB condition, 71.87 Ϯ 1.95 dB for the 50-dB condition, and 71.67 Ϯ 2.40 dB for the 40-dB condition (Fig. 6 ). There was no statistical difference between the call amplitudes (n ϭ 14 for each condition, repeatedmeasure ANOVA, P ϭ 0.836, eta squared ϭ 0.004). Under these conditions, the marmosets are calling at the ceiling of their ability to change vocal intensity; they are in a maximally aroused state. Consistent with this notion (and our model; 1), the average call amplitudes were roughly the same for all background noise levels (range: ϳ71-72 dB), which are very similar to the sound level of vocal responses to simulated far-away conspecifics (ϳ73 dB; Fig. 3B ). On the basis of these data, we conclude that the vocal-amplitude changes in response to differences in social distance are specific to vocal exchanges.
Having established this specificity, we elaborated on our simple model (Fig. 1) to present a version that accounts for both the vocal-amplitude and timing changes exhibited by marmosets as a function of simulated conspecific distance. On the basis of what is known about the neural circuitry related to primate vocal production (Jürgens 2002) , we assumed that there are three basic nodes that each represent different groups of brain areas related to 1) motor production of vocalizations (e.g., periaqueductal gray area, reticular formation, nucleus retroambiguus, etc.), 2) the drive to produce such vocalizations (e.g., limbic structures such as the anterior cingulate cortex, amygdala, hypothalamus, etc.), and 3) the vocal feedback necessary to monitor one's own and others' vocalizations. There are known feedforward and feedback anatomical connections between all three groups of areas, but the dynamics of interactions between the areas are not understood at all. Here we provide model predictions that account for our behavioral results.
To show how the conceptual model in Fig. 1 can explain the modulation of the vocal amplitude and timing as a function of simulated conspecific distance, we put forth the following simple model for the dynamics of interaction (Fig. 7) . The activity (a balance of excitation and inhibition) in the drive node varies through time depending on both internal (e.g., stress levels) and external factors (e.g., social context). Whenever the activity in drive reaches a threshold, the motor node produces a vocalization. The loudness of the vocalization depends on the magnitude of activity in the drive when it exceeds this threshold. The auditory node, upon reception of a vocal signal from a conspecific, inhibits the activity in drive, and as such it controls how high the drive activity can go. Therefore, if the auditory node receives a high-amplitude call, it will strongly inhibit the drive and, as a result, the vocal response will be lower in amplitude. The opposite effect is observed if the auditory node receives a low-amplitude call. This model also accounts for the differences in the timing of vocal responses (Fig. 7) . When the inhibition from the auditory node onto the drive is strong (e.g., following a high-amplitude, nearby vocalization), the activity in drive will take longer to reach threshold. By contrast, when that inhibition is weaker (e.g., following a lower amplitude, far away vocalization), the drive will reach threshold faster.
DISCUSSION
Humans can cooperatively adjust the amplitude of their speech signals in accordance with the perceived distance of the listener. They produce louder speech signals toward listeners perceived to be at longer distances, thereby coordinating communicative exchanges (Healey et al. 1997; Johnson et al. 1981 ; Fig. 7 . An elaborated model of marmoset vocal interactions as a function of vocal amplitude. The dynamics of activities in drive, auditory, and motor nodes are simulated. In the x-axis, time is in seconds; in the y-axis, neural activity is represented in arbitrary units. The blue line represents the activity in the drive node, and the red line represents the activity in auditory node. For visualization purposes, we multiplied the activity in auditory by a factor of 2,000. The threshold is indicated by the dashed line. The gray rectangles represent the motor node output (a vocalization). Their height represents the amplitude. The pink regions represent the heard conspecific calls. Markel et al. 1972; Michael et al. 1995; Pelegrín-García et al. 2011) . We investigated whether marmoset monkeys could similarly control the amplitude of their vocalizations toward conspecifics simulated (via playback) to be calling at two different distances. We found that marmosets, not only increase the amplitude of their phee calls toward more distant conspecifics, but also produce these calls at a shorter latency. Thus we conclude that marmosets can cooperatively control their phee-call production to coordinate and facilitate communicative exchanges. This is consistent with their vocal turntaking behavior, which is strikingly similar to human conversations (albeit on a much slower timescale) (Takahashi et al. 2013) .
It is often presumed that nonhuman primates (hereafter, primates) lack flexibility in vocal production (Seyfarth and Cheney 2010) . This presumption is consistent with developmental studies of Old World monkeys that report that experience-dependent changes in the spectral or temporal features of vocalizations are not as dramatic as those seen in humans (Hammerschmidt et al. 2000; Owren and Dieter 1989; Seyfarth and Cheney 1986) . However, measures of flexible vocal output can take many other forms, including flexibility as to what events elicit a vocalization and when to produce a vocalization. A number of studies demonstrate that macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta) can be conditioned to vocalize in response to experimenter cues, suggesting that they have some control over what to vocalize toward and when to do so (Aitken 1981; Coudé et al. 2011; Hage et al. 2013; Hihara et al. 2003; Sutton et al. 1973) . These effects require considerable training. Our data are consistent with other demonstrations of vocal control (without training or reward) by marmoset and tamarin monkeys. Both can, not only adjust the timing of their vocalizations relative to the calls of conspecifics (Ghazanfar et al. 2001 (Ghazanfar et al. , 2002b Miller and Wang 2006; Takahashi et al. 2013 ) and engage in extended series of vocal exchanges that are conversation like (Takahashi et al. 2013 ), but also adjust the timing of their calls to minimize interference with intermittent background noise (Egnor et al. 2007; Roy et al. 2011) . We found that marmosets respond with a shorter delay when the listener is simulated to be far away vs. nearby. Therefore, marmosets could be using the response latency as a cue to localize conspecifics. This is a strategy that would be beneficial in a noisy environment.
We demonstrated that marmosets can control the amplitude and timing of their vocalizations according to changes in social context (as opposed to noise levels) and do so in a cooperative fashion (to increase the likelihood that a conspecific will hear the call). We note that the observed change in call amplitude (ϳ4.5 dB) does not compensate fully for the change in stimulus amplitude (Fig. 3A) . Therefore, it is possible that the marmosets are using other cues in addition to amplitude to compensate for the perceived distance. In addition to amplitude and timing, it is possible that marmosets could modulate additional features of their response calls as a function of simulated listener distance (Naguib and Wiley 2001) . We observed a significant change in harmonic attenuation, which indicates that marmosets can modulate fine spectral features of their vocalizations. However, we did not observe changes in the numbers of syllables, call durations, or other types of spectral structure in their vocal responses. This stability in certain call features is consistent with the idea that some acoustic characteristics are used to convey different types of information other than distance, e.g., group identities and sex (Miller et al. 2010b) . Taken together, this suggests that marmosets can flexibly manipulate certain acoustic features while holding others constant to communicate separate channels of information concurrently.
We investigated the possibility that any loudness change could be equivalent to the changes in vocal loudness as a function of conspecific distance. If this were the case, then our claim and proposed vocal-feedback mechanism would not be specific to vocal exchanges; it would instead reflect a more reflexive mechanism. This also relates to the nature of vocal feedback in general; it is only helpful if it is accurate and within the sensory statistics appropriate for vocal communication (Sober and Brainard 2012) . If the feedback system cannot distinguish between background noise and a conspecific vocal signal, then it is not particularly useful for communication. To be effective, the vocal-feedback mechanism must facilitate the decision of whether or not to modify vocal behavior based on sensory feedback (and risk adapting to signals that do not accurately reflect performance) or ignore sensory input (and risk leaving errors uncorrected) (Sober and Brainard 2012) . We investigated this by measuring phee-call amplitude levels in background noise of different intensities. We found that, in the context of social isolation, marmosets did not modulate their pheecall amplitude as a function of background noise. This is consistent with our proposed vocal-feedback mechanism as one that is specific for phee calls vs. background noise. We therefore hypothesize that the vocal-amplitude changes in response to differences in social distance are specific to vocal exchanges; it is cooperative vocal control.
In humans, adjusting speech amplitude in accordance with listener distance is thought to be a high-level sociocognitive skill (Johnson et al. 1981; Pelegrín-García et al. 2011) . It is thought that the speaker must know something about the physical relation between sound and distance and must also have the communication disposition to make compensations that will serve the listener's needs. However, it need not be the result of a high-level process. We and others argued that the similar cooperative breeding strategies of humans and marmosets may have conferred upon them a greater tendency to be prosocial than other primates (Borjon and Ghazanfar 2014; Burkart and van Schaik 2010; Burkart et al. 2009; Snowdon and Cronin 2007) . We hypothesize that this may have led to a greater capacity for cooperative communication (Borjon and Ghazanfar 2014; Takahashi et al. 2013 ). However, cooperative communication need not require human-like sociocognitive skills or the big brains that such skills seemingly require (Barrett and Rendall 2010; Barrett et al. 2007; Borjon and Ghazanfar 2014) . That said, our model cannot fully account for the complexity of human communication. For example, the length of utterances is highly variable in human conversations (but not in marmoset phee-call exchanges), and this relates to the duration of inspiration (Whalen and Kinsella-Shaw 1997) . Moreover, semantics, syntax, and a variety of other contentrelated cues (that are absent in marmoset calls) can influence human vocal exchanges and affect their timing (Winkworth et al. 1995) .
We propose that the vocal-amplitude control exhibited by marmosets in our study is property of arousal-based "drive-auditory" interactions across conspecifics (Owren and Rendall 2001; Owren et al. 2011 ). A simple model can account for this whereby vocal feedback inhibits the drive to produce a vocalization; the strength of this inhibition is inversely proportional to the amplitude of the call produced (Fig. 1) . Our data were consistent with this model. However, our data also showed that marmosets were quicker to vocally respond to lower-amplitude, far-away sounds (Fig. 3) . To account for both the amplitude and timing effects we observed, we elaborated on our model (Fig. 7) . We demonstrated that changes in vocal amplitude could be mediated by the magnitude of drive activity upon exceeding the threshold to produce a vocalization; changes in vocal-response latency could be mediated by the time taken to reach that threshold. Vocal-feedback inhibition determines both the magnitude and speed of the drive activity. It is important to note that, because our model is a dynamic-system model, the change in activity in the auditory node can cause a perturbation in the trajectory of the entire system, and the effect of this change can be observed even after the cessation of the activity in auditory node, as can be seen in Fig. 7 . The model also predicts that the exact amplitude and timing of response call will depend on the level of drive activity at the time of auditory input, which explains the variability of response-call amplitude and timing even within the same subject. Consistent with this model, higher arousal level (drive) has been associated with louder calls (Briefer 2012; Wyman et al. 2008 ) and faster responses (Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. 2002) in other species.
The exact neural mechanisms by which such vocal amplitude and timing control may be mediated by vocal feedback are not known but are certain to be complex. Our model is a first step toward understanding such mechanisms. The production and perception of vocalizations by marmosets engage a number of different brain areas (Miller et al. 2010a; Simoes et al. 2010) . There is already considerable evidence for neural circuits that could support the proposed model. Neurophysiological, experimental lesion, and microstimulation in primates studies all implicate the anterior cingulate cortex as an important node for driving the production of vocalizations in accordance with arousal levels (Jürgens and Kirzinger 1982; Jürgens and Pratt 1979; Jürgens and von Cramon 1982) (for reviews, see Jürgens 1998; Paus 2001) . There are direct connections between the anterior cingulate cortex and auditory association cortex in primates (Galaburda and Pandya 1983; Müller-Preuss and Jürgens 1976) , auditory cortex and amygdala (Stefanacci and Amaral 2002) , as well as between auditory association cortex and other frontal areas that may be involved in vocal exchanges (Miller et al. 2010a; Simoes et al. 2010) including the prefrontal cortex (Hackett et al. 1999; Romanski et al. 1999a Romanski et al. , 1999b . Importantly, neurophysiological studies in marmosets, in particular, reveal that there are robust interactions between the auditory cortex and vocal-production systems under many different scenarios (Eliades and Wang 2003 ). An interesting prediction of the model is that the effect of hearing a vocalization should last even after its cessation. This is consistent with data from the marmoset auditory cortex (Bartlett and Wang 2005) . Our data and model extend the role of vocal feedback to cooperative vocal communication.
